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QUESTION 1

A security engineer is configuring an Access Control Policy for multiple branch locations. These locations share a
common rule set and utilize a network object called INSIDE_NET which contains the locally significant internal network
subnets at each location. 

Which technique will retain the policy consistency at each location but allow only the locally significant network subnet
within the applicable rules? 

A. utilizing a dynamic Access Control Policy that updates from Cisco Talos 

B. utilizing policy inheritance 

C. creating a unique Access Control Policy per device 

D. creating an Access Control Policy with an INSIDE_NET network object and object overrides 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the result of specifying of QoS rule that has a rate limit that is greater than the maximum throughput of an
interface? 

A. The rate-limiting rule is disabled. 

B. Matching traffic is not rate limited. 

C. The system rate-limits all traffic. 

D. The system repeatedly generates warnings. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/security/firepower/620/configuration/guide/fpmc-config-guide-
v62/quality_of_service_qos.pdf 

 

QUESTION 3

A network administrator wants to block traffic to a known malware site at https:/www.badsite.com and all subdomains
while ensuring no packets from any internal client are sent to that site. Which type of policy must the network
administrator use to accomplish this goal? 

A. Access Control policy with URL filtering 

B. Prefilter policy 

C. DNS policy 

D. SSL policy 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Which policy rule is included in the deployment of a local DMZ during the initial deployment of a Cisco NGFW through
the Cisco FMC GUI? 

A. a default DMZ policy for which only a user can change the IP addresses. 

B. deny ip any 

C. no policy rule is included 

D. permit ip any 

Correct Answer: C 

There is no DMZ setup during initial deployment of a CISCO NGFW using the FMC GUI... You would have to specify an
interface designated to receive DMZ traffic, associate it to a security zone designated to DMZ traffic and lastly configure
a policy to act on the DMZ traffic.... 

However, when creating a NEW access control policy you have to choose from one of the 3 default actions: Block all
traffic Intrusion Prevention Network Discovery 

So Technical C would be correct because there is no DMZ deployment during initial setup but if you were to setup a
DMZ after initial setup you would most likely block all traffic by default and change it after to allow all traffic... Because
it\\'s a DMZ... 

 

QUESTION 5

Which description of a correlation policy configuration in the Cisco Firepower Management Center is true? 

A. The system displays correlation policies that are created on all of the domains in a multidomain deployment 

B. Deleting a response group deletes the responses of that group 

C. You cannot add a host profile qualification to a correlation rule that is triggered by a malware event 

D. Correlation policy priorities override whitelist priorities 

Correct Answer: C 
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